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There is a quiet spirit in these woods... 5 

adha zelma

Breathe in to me

Sandy agate dangles with 

seductive drops of aquamarine,  

moonstone, onyx & Wolf teeth.  

Clothing optional.



Mystic caravan5 She travelS in a dream-like State. 
Shifting duneS, a landScape of curveS.  
deSert SongS weave a magical Spell that lingerS. 
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There is a quiet spirit in these woods...

adha zelma

L 

Sand Storm

Sandy agate hang

from gilded Czech 

beads. aquamarine & 

onyx  accent.

r

deSert Song

Shimmering tear-

drops with nuggets of 

aquamarine, Citrine 

moonstone, onyx  

& Quartz. Feathers: 

goose & duck. 
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L

gypSy Lariat

Sterling silver Czech 

beads dangle as a cara-

van of chunky sea-green 

agate, aquamarine,

Citrine & onyx dazzle.

r

BeLLy danCe

gilded Czech beads 

adorned with  sandy 

agate, faceted onyx 

aquamarine, Citrine 

moonstone,  Quartz   

& Wolf teeth. 
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Sahara

Silvery Czech beads encircle 

chunky facets of aquamarine.
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L

aLChemy

tangled sterling strands 

suspend chunks of

sea-green agate, 

golden Citrine, faceted 

onyx and teardrops 

 of aquamarine.

r

Sinai 

a stream of silvery 

Czechs slink through

 sea-green agate, 

golden Citrine,  

 aquamarine and 

faceted onyx
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L
myStiC

Sea-hued agate sits 

majestically while  

golden strands 

whisper a Legend 

of  bewitching nuggets - 

Citrine, aquamarine, 

moonstone & onyx. 

r
raven

Bewitch them with 

faceted strands of silver, 

Wolf teeth, golden  

Citrine, aquamarine  

 onyx and moonstone.
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nomad

Seductive  plumes  

and shimmering 

strands of Czechs 

flirt with ease.

 

your pick: facets 

of aquamarine 

or moonstone.
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Shimmering strands & pink gems.

. 

 

L

dream oF rain

gaze upon this 

alluring charm. 

golden teardrops, 

aquamarine & Wolf’s 

tooth hold you 

spellbound.

r

amuLet

moonstone balance 

with strands of 

sparkling flecks.  

L
SkieS 

Sunlit Czech beads 
encircle aquamarine, 
onyx, Wolf’s tooth & 

moonstone. 

r
JaCk 

Spiky plume and gilded 
strands chill with Wolf’s 

tooth, aquamarine, 
moonstone & onyx.   1 6 1 7 



Shimmering strands & pink gems.

L 

roCk Candy 

entangled with chunky 

nuggets of Citrine and 

aquamarine, gilded Czech 

beads dance. 

r

Wind

organic and free, this 

layered chime of sea-hued 

agate, faceted onyx, 

Quartz, aquamarine, tooth 

of  Wolf and Water Buffalo 

evoke a tale of romance. 
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$150

Shimmering strands & pink gems.

L

teaCh me to kiSS

Lovers play.  Winding strands of 

sparkling Czech beads embrace 

faceted aquamarine. 

 

r

neSt
Woven silver facets

capture an exotic liaison 

of golden Citrine, faceted  

aquamarine, Wolf teeth, onyx, 

Quartz & sea-green agate. 
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$150

Shimmering strands & pink gems.

maJeSty

gilded strands envelop chunky Citrine.2 2 2 3 



collection
p4..........Sand Storm

p5..........deSert Song

p6..........gypSy Lariat (hair)

p7..........BeLLy danCe

p8..........Sahara 

p10........aLChemy

p11........Sinai

p12........myStiC

p13........raven 

p14............nomad
 
p16............SkieS, JaCk

p17............dream oF rain, amuLet

p18............roCk Candy 

p20............Chime 

p21............teaCh me  to kiSS, neSt 

p23............maJeSty

Bk Cvr.....Breathe into me

Bold statement pieces encircle you.  a desert song of chunky nuggets, 
facets, plumes, ivories, water geodes, sterling silver and 24-karat yellow 
gold-plated Czech beads.  

influences:  the magical spell of sand dunes, the blue waters of the Sinai 
peninsula and Sculpture work by andy goldsworthy.  
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adha Zelma is an audacious and distinctly international, celebrity jewelry line 
created by long-time best friends Sheanan Bond and Cherise trahanmiller.

their hand-crafted, globally inspired adornment lines blend edge and el-
egance.  the Brooklyn-based design team has a breadth of inspiration from 
which they draw: ancient cultures, music, dance, art, design, folklore and the 
materials they unearth.  

adha Zelma specializes in working with precious metals, gemstones, Czech 
beads and exotic materials like tusks, python ribs and stingray. 

Creations have been worn by Jennifer Lopez, michelle Williams, keri hilson, 
arlenis Sosa, aisha hinds, rocsi,  ananda Lewis, rosie perez and celebrity 
make-up artist Scott Barnes.  adha Zelma also created the accessory line for 
“mtv’s Spring Break - Fashionably Loud” in Cancun, mexico.

all pieces are created with love in the adha Zelma studio in Brooklyn, new 
york.

to adornment. . .
aZ

profile5 preSS inQuirieS

nivia e. prescod - vidori pr 

p: 646.418.3121

F: 646.308.1173

nivia@vidoripr.com

SaLeS inQuirieS 

Cherise trahanmiller

p: 718.638.2822

m: 917.880.5785

 

Ctrahan@adhaZelma.com 

adhaZelma.com/5

CreditS:
photography: dallas Logan
model: angelique velez  
Styling: Butch Johnson
make up: Jonathan nathaniel
Book design: ashay media group, ashay.com 

all rights reserved. new york 2010 - 2011
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